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ABSTRACT: In the past few years, the rapid and continuing
emergence of antibiotic resistance for microbial pathogens has
questioned the future utilization of antibiotics. Thus, the
discovery of new antimicrobials is highly desired to fight
microorganisms with multidrug-resistant capability. Here, we
have used an inorganic UV filter as a model system to
investigate the behavior of a new preservative, based on Ag−
Zn cations, to replace parabens in sunscreens. The new glass
preservative is incorporated into the UV filter composite by
using an easy and ecofriendly method based on a dry
nanodispersion. The Challenge Test clearly demonstrates a
robust toxicity toward microorganisms, both the resistant
bacteria and the fungi. This stimulant behavior can be
explained by coupling between the antimicrobial activity of the Ag+ and the antifungal activity of Zn2+. Importantly, leaching
assays show that the controlled released of these cations over time results in a long-lasting antimicrobial property, pointing out
that this material is a promising paraben-free candidate.
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■ INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, society has become aware of their
potential toxicity activities, both for the environment and
human health. One of these activities is related to
pharmaceuticals and personal care products. Many cosmetic
formulations contain substances as preservatives or additives
that have an important environmental impact. Two classes of
compounds used in suncare and body care cosmetics have
potential estrogenic and/or genotoxic properties: parabens and
organic ultraviolet (UV) filters.
Parabens, p-hydroxybenzoic acid alkyl esters, are antimicro-

bial agents present in food, drugs, cosmetics, and toiletries.1

Because of their good stability, nonvolatility and low cost, they
are used commonly throughout the world and found in more
than 13,200 formulations.2 Recent studies show the presence of
parabens, also in combination with phthalates, in the majority
of body care cosmetics analyzed, including deodorants, creams,
and lotions.3,4 The antimicrobial activity increases with the alkyl
group chain length from methyl to n-butyl so that a
combination of different parabens is the most frequently used
preservative system.5 The European Union permits the use of
parabens in cosmetic products with a maximum concentration
for each one of 0.4 wt % and a total maximum concentration of
0.8 wt % (EU Cosmetics Directive 76/768/EEC).4 Some

authors revealed that parabens are rapidly absorbed through
intact skin.6−8 This effect can be influenced by their lipophilic
character and the presence of penetration enhancers found in
cosmetic preparations. For these reasons, they may be able to
accumulate in fatty components of body tissues, in what is
called bioaccumulation.9 Several studies report the ability of
parabens to disrupt physiologically important functions, both in
vitro and in vivo essays. These disturbances can influence breast
cancer, male reproductive functions, and the development of
malignant melanomas among others.4,10,11 Therefore, new
restrictions with respect to paraben uses have had an impact on
health industries over the past few years, and the search for an
effective substitute preservative is still a challenge.
Thinking about alternative materials that present antimicro-

bial properties, silver (Ag) and zinc oxide (ZnO) seems the
best solution. Ag is presented as a strong candidate due to its
use to control bacterial growth in a variety of applications.12−16

Its principal characteristics are its effectiveness against a broad
spectrum of microorganisms, hard skin penetration, and low
cytotoxicity. Nevertheless, it is necessary to study the behavior
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of Ag because some Ag-based compounds gradually precipitate
in solutions and physically separate from cosmetic components,
compromising its antimicrobial effects.17 ZnO appears
promising because of its high antimicrobial activity,18−20 low
toxicity, and easy clearance.21 However, there are few studies
regarding antimicrobial efficacy of ZnO in the context of topical
product preservation, finding some of them contradictory.
UV filters are present in cosmetic sunscreen products. Their

principal activity is to block the sunlight UV radiation in order
to protect skin from its harmful effects. In sunscreen
formulations, the most commonly used organic UV filters are
p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) and its derivatives, avobenzone
(AVB), benzophenone compounds (Bp), benzylidene camphor
derivatives (BC), and octyl methoxycinnamate (OMC).22 The
European Union regulates the limits of UV filters that may be
added to other products (EU Cosmetics Directive 76/768/
EEC). The UV filters are at the most 10 wt % of the
formulation: 10 wt % for octyl methoxycinnamate (OMC) and
benzophenone-3 (Bp-3), 8 wt % for octyl-dimethyl-PABA
(OD-PABA), and 4 wt % for 4-methylbenzylidene camphor (4-
MBC).1 Organic UV filters are relevant contaminants able to
bioaccumulate in the environment due to their highly lipophilic
character. Furthermore, studies show that organic UV filters are
toxic to algae, crustaceous, and corals.23,24 With respect to
toxicology in humans, they can be exposed to bioaccumulation
by dermal absorption or through the food chain.25 Moreover,
recent studies reveal that several organic UV filters affect
human health, highlighting estrogenic and antiandrogenic
activities1,25,26 and photoallergic contact dermatitis.22,25,27

Such is the concern about the potential toxicology of organic
UV filters that Schlumpf et al.25 proposed a need to consider
the drawbacks of extensive organic UV screen use from both a
medical and an ecological perspective. As mentioned for
paraben preservatives, new UV blocking compounds are
demanded without the potential risks of the actual organic
UV filters.
Nowadays, new routes are being investigated by employing

inorganic UV filters. There are two inorganic UV filters:
titanium dioxide (TiO2) and zinc oxide (ZnO) particles. These
filters are chemically and biologically inert and are unlikely to
cause irritation or skin sensitivity.27 One of the properties that
makes cytotoxic particles is size because they could penetrate or
alter the skin. In the case of ZnO, there is no clear evidence
about the nanoparticles permeation across the skin barrier.28,29

Regarding TiO2, nanoparticles between 4 and 60 nm could
penetrate skin layer.30 Mostly, inorganic UV filters are less
likely to induce toxicity than organic ones. In this sense, the use
of nanofree inorganic UV filters is a challenge for sunscreens in
order to minimize toxicological effects from the particle size.
In this work, we provide an inorganic composite with

preservative and UV filter functions as an alternative to organic
compounds with the same functions. The composite is formed
by the elements that individually have these properties, such as
a TiO2-like UV filter and Ag and ZnO as antimicrobial agents.
Furthermore, these elements have low toxicity with respect to
organic ones, for example, TiO2 does not cause a photoallergy
and neither Ag or ZnO have potential estrogenic properties.
This idea leads into developing the main aim of this study: a
cost-efficient, ecof riendly, and nontoxic material with sunlight
UV radiation blocking and preservative properties. The
behavior of the combined action of these inorganic composites
as a UV filter and preservative material is reported for the
sunscreen case. We have developed a method for the controlled

dispersion of an inorganic UV filter on the surface of the new
preservative through a cooperative assembly-directed process at
room temperature. Thanks to its advantages, such as the
reduction of the amount of material and production,
manufacturing, and ease of incorporation into different
matrixes, this inorganic composite can be used in a wide
range of applications like personal care products and
integratation into polymers, UV screen textiles, or coatings in
outdoor environments.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of Preservatives. Two preservatives based on a

different matrix were created: one with a clay matrix (R1) and
another with a glass matrix (B4). The main physical and chemical
characteristics are summarized in Table S1. The clay preservative (R1)
was synthesized as follows. Bentonite clay was modified with 33 wt %
of hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C19H42BrN). The mixture
was dispersed in ethanol at room temperature using 1 g of modified
clay per 100 g solvent. After that, 0.05 g of silver nitrate (AgNO3) was
added to the dispersion and refluxed at 70 °C for 6 h. Then, the
dispersion was decanted, excess solvent was removed, and the clay was
dried in a convection oven for 1 h at 70 °C. The glass preservative
(B4) was synthesized with the following starting materials: sodium
hexametaphosphate, calcium oxide, boric acid, zinc oxide, and silver
oxide. In a typical preparation process, these materials were mixed
using a ribbon blender. After that, the mixture was sieved to 200 μm to
remove agglomerates and melted in a smelter at 950 °C for 4 h. The
liquid batch was cooled and cut into small crystals (3−4 mm) using a
crusher. Finally, small crystals were grinded using a hammer mill, and
large particles were isolated in the cyclone.

Formation Process of Inorganic Composites. These two
preservatives, R1 and B4, were combined separately with an inorganic
UV filter based on TiO2 (ET). The formation of the ET UV-
microcomposite was also previously described by using the dry-
dispersion methodology.31 The use of dry dispersion ensures both the
stability of the glass preservative and the homogeneous distribution in
cosmetic preparation in spite of the low dose.

Sunscreen Preparation. In a standard preparation, ingredients of
the fatty phase, described in Table S2, are melted and heated to 80−85
°C until completely solubilized. Separately, the aqueous phase
(ingredients are mentioned in Table S2) is heated to 80−85 °C,
and a UV filter or composite is added under stirring. Then, the fatty
phase is added into the aqueous phase. Subsequently, the inorganic−
organic mixture is cooled to 50 °C while stirring. When that
temperature is reached, benzyl alcohol is added and cooling is
completed. Ingredients and concentration details are schematically
shown in Table S2. After sunscreen preparation, the samples are
subjected to microbiological study (according to ISO 21149:2010) to
verify the nonproliferation of microorganisms.

Materials Characterization. The clay preservative (R1) and glass
preservative (B4) materials were fully characterized. Structural
characterization was determined by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD),
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), and 31P solid state
nuclear magnetic resonance (31P NMR). XRD was carried out using a
X’Pert PRO Theta/2theta of Panalytical, Cu Kα radiation,
PANalytical, The Netherlands. The patterns were recorded over the
angular range of 2°−70° (2θ) with a step size of 0.0334° and a time
per step of 100 s, using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.154056 nm) with
working voltage and current of 40 kV and 100 mA, respectively. FT-IR
spectra were measured using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 with a
wavenumber range from 400 to 4000 cm−1. 31P MAS (magic angle
spinning) NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) spectra were recorded
on a Bruker AV-400-WB spectrometer operating at 161.96 MHz. The
pulse length was 2 μs, and 10 s delay time was used. The spinning rate
was 10 kHz. Thermal characterization of the glass preservative was
resolved by differential thermal analysis-thermogravimetric analysis
(DTA-TGA, Netzsch STA 409 C) and a heating microscope (HMS,
HR18 Hesse Instruments). DTA-TGA curves were recorded over the
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temperature range of 25−950 °C with a heating rate of 3 °C min−1

and a flow rate of 0.04 L min−1 under an air atmosphere. Particle size
distribution of materials was evaluated by dynamic light scattering
(DLS) with Mastersizer S equipment (Malvern).
Electron Microscopy. The morphology of the powders was

evaluated using primary electrons images of field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi S-4700). The composition of
the commercial products was estimated using energy dispersive
spectroscopy, EDS. The average particle size was determined from FE-
SEM micrographs by an image processing and analysis program (Leica
Qwin, Leica Microsystems Ltd., Cambridge, England) considering
more than 200 particles in each measurement.
Challenge Test. The Challenge Test is a conservation essay

designed by standard NF EN ISO 11930 to evaluate antimicrobial
protection and/or microbiological risk of the preservative system in
the model products. The product was inoculated with microorganisms
at a concentration 105−106 CFU mL−1 (colony forming units per mL
of product) for bacteria and 104−105 spores mL−1 for fungi. The fungi
were grown completely in an agar medium and was harvested from
isolates after incubation at 28 °C for 6 days. Then, they were
suspended in distilled water. The suspension was then filtered through
sterile gauze to remove mycelium and adjusted to 105 spores mL−1.
Five microorganisms were checked against for challenging the
preservative system in a product. The test is carried out using the
following microbial strains: Staphylococcus aureus (CECT 240, ATCC
6538P), Escherichia coli (CECT 516, ATCC 8739), Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (CECT 110, ATCC 10145), Candida albicans (CECT
1394, ATCC 10231), and Aspergillus brasiliensis (CECT 2807, ATCC
6275). The inoculated product was held at 24.5 °C in the dark for 28
days. Aliquots at suitable time intervals are collected just after product
inoculation (T0), 7 days (T7), 14 days (T14), and 28 days (T28).
Bacteria and fungi were recounted by the plate count agar (PCA)
method. All tests were performed in duplicate.
Chemical Analysis. Ag+ and Zn2+ releases were determined by

inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES,
Iris Advantage, Thermo Jarrell Ash). For sample preparation, 10g L−1

of product was added to 100 mL of distilled water. Aliquots at suitable
time intervals were collected just after product inoculation (T0), 7
days (T7), 14 days (T14), and 28 days (T28). The suspensions were
centrifuged and decanted obtaining a colorless dissolution. Data was
expressed in concentrations (parts per million, ppm) of each element
and extrapolated from raw materials to sunscreen concentration.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
What Is What in the Inorganic Composite? The study

has been carried out with market available raw materials. We
use two inorganic preservatives with different matrixes, one
based on clay and another based on glass. Both inorganic
preservatives present Ag+-like active principles and the second
of them also has a contribution of ZnO. As inorganic UV filters,
we employ a microcomposite material whose principal
component is silicon-coated TiO2. The compositions and
physicochemical properties of these commercial materials are
shown in Table S1.
For a better understanding about the preservatives structures,

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used. Figure S1 shows the diffraction
pattern of the clay preservative (hereafter named as R1). It is
shown that all peaks correspond to a single phase, bentonite.
Therefore, we can define that the main composition of the R1
matrix is bentonite clay. The XRD diffractogram of the glass
preservative (henceforth referred to as B4) is plotted in Figure
1a. This pattern displays the characteristic broad band of
amorphous materials. However, the deconvolution shows two
Gaussians under the curve (Figure 1b). This can be associated
with the existence of two glass networks. In this regard, the
structural characterization of the B4 preservative needs
complementary analysis. Fourier transform infrared spectros-
copy (FT-IR), Figure 1c, shows only important bands between
the 1400 and 400 cm−1 wavenumbers, typical of phosphate

Figure 1. Structural characterization the B4 glass preservative. XRD diffractogram (a) displays a typical broad band of amorphous material. Panel b
shows the deconvolution of glass preservative curve. FT-IR spectrum (c) presents the usual bands of the phosphate group. FT-IR inset corresponds
to the deconvolution of five hidden peaks in broad band between 1400 and 800 cm−1. 31P MAS NMR spectrum (d) fitted to the sum of three
Gaussians peaks, which are indexed as Q0, Q1, and Q2 phosphorus environments, respectively. Panel e displays TGA (red) and DTA (blue) with two
important endothermic peaks corresponding to Tg and Tm, respectively. Panel f shows HMS, area vs temperature graph, and pictures taken at main
sample changes during analysis (from 1 to 5).
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groups.32 The strong band at ∼552 cm−1 is attributed to
bending vibrations of bridging phosphorus, δ(O−P−O). The
absorption band ∼738 cm−1 is assigned to the symmetric
stretch of phosphorus, νs(P−O−P). As shown in the inset of
Figure 1c, the broad band at 1400−800 cm−1 is fitted to the
sum of six Gaussians peaks. The band at 905 cm−1 may be
attributed to the asymmetric stretching vibration of the
metaphosphate chain, νas(PO2

−)chain.
33 Meanwhile, at 985 and

1033 cm−1 we can see bands corresponding to asymmetric
stretching vibrations of metaphosphate rings, νas(PO2

−)ring,
large and small rings, respectively.33 The presence of a band at
1117 cm−1 indicates the formation of terminal phosphate
groups (PO3

2−). Thus, these bands are assigned to the
asymmetric stretching vibrations of pyrophosphates groups,
νas(PO3

2−).33 The absorption bands at 1172 and 1248 cm−1 are
assigned to symmetric (νs(PO)) and asymmetric (νas(P
O)) stretching of doubly bonded oxygen vibrations, respec-
tively. The range between 900 and 1050 cm−1 that belongs to
metaphosphate groups is associated with the Q2 phosphorus
environment, while the range at 1100 cm−1 of the
pyrophosphates groups is related to the Q1 environment.
Therefore, the analysis of IR spectra reveals the breakdown of
the ring type structures (Q2) into small chains and terminal
phosphate groups (Q1). Once the presence of the phosphates is
known, the 31P MAS NMR studies reveal which species
dominates the structure of the glasses preservative. As shown in
Figure 1d, a main signal is revealed at −10 ppm. This band is
formed from three Gaussian peaks. Each peak can be assigned
to phosphorus atoms sites: Q0 (−2.2 ppm; 26%), Q1 (−10.1
ppm; 69%), and Q2 (−18.5 ppm; 5%) in electronic phosphorus
environments. As shown in the FT-IR, the increased presence
of Q1 indicates the breaking of the rings hexametaphosphate
(Q2 only) to pyrophosphate (Q1−Q1), phosphate chains (Q2

middle groups with Q1 end groups), or orthophosphate groups
(Q0).34 Nevertheless, the signal position is not only dependent
on the type of Qn group; it also depends on the neighboring
atoms. As we mentioned, ZnO and Ag are introduced in the
glass matrix of the B4 preservative to confer it antimicrobial
properties. The introduction of these cations, which can
exchange with Na and Ca cations of the matrix, can influence its
chemical shifts. About Ag, an NMR study reveals that the
phosphate network was unaltered by exchanging sodium with
silver for up to one-quarter of the initial sodium content.35

Likewise, zinc can replace sodium or calcium cations causing
changes in the phosphate networks.36 These changes can be
observed in 31P MAS NMR, moving peaks to a more negative
chemical shift as the phosphate counterion was replaced by the
zinc. This is caused by the difference between the cation
potential (charge to radius ratio) of Zn and Na or Ca; as the
cation potential of the modifying cation increases, the

phosphorus chemical shift becomes more negative.37 The
observation of zinc in the network by displacement of the 31P
NMR chemical shift corresponds with the XRD study in which
two glass networks are observed. These two networks are one
Na-rich and the other Zn-rich. To complete the B4 preservative
study, a thermal characterization is used. TGA (Figure 1e, red
curve), shows a 0.5% total weight loss, where two important
ranges are emphasized, from 50 to 205 °C and from 205 to 410
°C, then are marked as I and II, respectively. Both of them are
ascribed as dehydration processes. Range I corresponds to the
loss of adsorbed water, while range II is associated with the loss
of lattice water. This small weight loss indicates that water
presence in the B4 preservative is practically nonexistent, which
is in conjunction with the nonpresence of O−H bands in FT-
IR. The DTA curve (Figure 1e, blue curve) is characterized by
two exothermic peaks, the first from 400 to 560 °C and the
second one around 625 °C. Heating microscope (HMS)
analysis (Figure 1f) is used to assist in the DTA bands
identification. At room temperature (RT, Figure 1f-1), the
shape and area of B4 observed in picture 1 is set as the
reference. From 350 °C, we can see a decrease in the area,
being created at a deformation point of 394 °C (Figure 1f-2).
After that, the area continues to decline, and at 460 °C (Figure
1f-3), an important change in shape happens where it becomes
a sphere. This sphere shape indicates the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the B4 preservative that closely relates with
the DTA broad band at 460 °C. The fact that this band has a
broad range of temperature, from 400 to 560 °C, agrees with a
multiphase phosphate glass with different Tg. Then, at 612 °C
(Figure 1f-4), the hemisphere point is located without area
change. Finally, the flow point is observed at 632 °C (Figure 1f-
5) which leads to the total area decrease. This point is clearly
related to the melting point so that the DTA peak around 625
°C is the melting point temperature (Tm) of the B4
preservative.
The morphology of the materials is shown in field emission

scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) micrographs, Figure
2. Preservative based on bentonite clay (R1), represented in
Figure 2a and b, presents agglomerates with predominantly
spherical shapes and sizes below 10 μm. At higher
magnifications (Figure 2b), it is observed that these
agglomerates are made of layered shaped primary particles
having diameters of 500 nm. The second preservative under
study is a powdered glass shown in Figure 2c and d. First
differences can be seen in the agglomerate shapes. Preservative
powdered glass (B4) agglomerates are disorganized in size and
structure, and no preferential growing pattern is observed. Sizes
vary between 1 and 10 μm. A keen observation (Figure 2d)
shows particles having irregular surfaces characteristic of glass
fracture with mirror planes. The inorganic UV filter (ET)

Figure 2. Morphological characterization of primary materials: inorganic preservatives and inorganic UV filter. Panels a and b show the micrographs
of R1 preservative. The other preservative, B4, is represented in panels c and d. The last panels, e and f, correspond to an ET UV filter based on
TiO2. Scale bar of low-resolution scanning electron microscope, LR-SEM, (a, c, e) is 10 μm, and high-resolution scanning electron microscope, HR-
SEM, (b, d, f) is 500 nm.
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(Figure 2e,f) is formed by TiO2 agglomerates. Principal shapes
of these agglomerates are sphere-like composites with
diameters of about 5 μm. From the high-resolution scanning
electron microscope (HR-SEM) image (Figure 2f), we can see
nanoparticles with ca. 30 nm anchored on 200 nm submicronic
particles. The fact is that these nanoparticles are strongly
bonded making a non-nanometric composite that behaves as a
microparticle.31

Single Dispersion Process: Two Scenarios. For a better
integration of these inorganic compounds, we propose a dry
mixture of them, which allows providing the ET UV filter as the
major component and just 0.1 wt % of preservative. The
expected behavior of dispersion is that the ET UV filter partially
coats the preservatives, R1 or B4, following the dry dispersed
procedure38−40 at room temperature (RT). The dry process
consisted of shaking the R1 or B4 preservative/ET UV filter
mixtures and 1 mm ZrO2 balls in a 60 cm3 nylon container for
5 min at 50 rpm using a tubular-type mixer. Pure preservatives
and ET UV filter powders were also subject to the same mixing
process to ensure that no structural disorder contributions were
produced by the mixing process. Two new composites are
obtained: one composed by the ET UV filter and R1
preservative (sample hereafter named as R1/ET) and the
other one integrated by the ET UV filter and B4 preservative
(sample henceforth referred to as B4/ET).
In order to clarify the dispersion state of the ET UV filter and

preservatives, FE-SEM characterization has been carried out on
the R1/ET and B4/ET products. The micrographs presented in
Figure 3a and b illustrate the structure of the R1/ET
composite. The principal morphology that can be observed in
Figure 3a agglomerates spherically to a size of about 5 μm. This
kind of agglomerate reminds the morphology of the UV filter.
However, a closer observation (Figure 3b) allows us to discover
platelets on the surface similar to those seen in the R1
preservative. The nanoparticles agglomerates of the ET UV
filter remained anchored after the dispersing process.
Conversely, the R1 preservative agglomerates easily disintegrate

into layers during the dispersion time. The combination of
these two materials, under a dispersion process, allow uniform
deposition of clay layers on the surface of the ET UV filter
aggregates. In summary, R1/ET consists of spheres of
hierarchically organized nanoparticles−microparticles coated
by clay platelets, creating a core−shell-type structure.
On the other hand, the micrographs corresponding to the

B4/ET composite are shown in Figure 3c and d. First, glass
plate morphologies are predominant and correspond to the B4
preservative, as shown in Figure 3c. As we observe in detail
(Figure 3d), ET nanomicroparticles are anchored on the plate
surface. In this particular case, nanoparticles aggregates of the
UV filter are separated. The B4/ET composite consists of ET
UV filter small aggregates supported on glass plates. Under
micrographs, EDS mapping of two dispersion products are
represented (Figure 3e,f). Figure 3e shows the main elements
of the R1/ET composite: Si, as the major component of
silicates typical of clay and as the coating of ET UV filters, plus
an Mg-like cation. In addition, Ag, the active principle of the R1
preservative, is distributed throughout the agglomerate. With
respect to the Ti element present in the ET UV filter, it is
uniformly dispersed in the mixture. Main elements of the B4/
ET composite (Figure 3f) are P that composes phosphates
representative of glass and an Na-like counterion. Their active
ingredients, Ag and Zn, are found throughout the sample. As in
the previous case, Ti from the ET UV filter is disseminated on
the glass plates.
In summary, in the R1/ET complex, the hierarchically

organized nanoparticles of the ET UV filter are surrounded by
platelets of clay; meanwhile, the main feature of the B4/ET
composite is the high dispersion of ET UV filter small
aggregates on the B4 glass plate surface. These two composites
deliver different scenarios for antimicrobial activity studies on
sunscreen.

Two Are Better Than One: Finding a Potential
Technological Application of Inorganic Composites.
One of the most important preservative functions is to kill or

Figure 3. Dispersions of 0.1% of inorganic preservatives (R1 and B4) on an ET UV filter and their composition including principal elements and
active ingredients. Micrographs of the R1/ET composite (a, b) show spherical type agglomerates covered by layered clay particles. On the other
hand, the principal morphology of the B4/ET composite (c, d) is made of irregular glass plates with small TiO2 aggregates deposited on its surface.
EDS mapping of R1/ET (e) corresponds to micrograph (a) and one B4/ET (f) to image c. In addition, the principal composition of the R1
preservative (e) is Si and Mg and an Ag-like active ingredient. B4 preservative (f) is mainly composed of P, Na, and Ag- and Zn-like active
ingredients. In both cases, the presence of Ti corresponds to the ET UV filter. LR-SEM (a, c) and composition mapping (e, f) scale bar is 2 μm. Scale
bar of HR-SEM insets (b, d) is 500 nm.
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to prevent the growth of microorganisms over a relatively long
period. The antimicrobial activity of samples is evaluated by the
Challenge Test (NF EN ISO 11930). This assay consists of a
conservation test designed to assess the antimicrobial
protection of the preservative system in the model products.41

The microorganisms used in this study are Staphylococcus
aureus (Gram-positive bacteria), Escherichia coli and Pseudomo-
nas aeruginosa (Gram-negative bacteria), Candida albicans
(yeast-like fungi), and Aspergillus brasiliensis (previously called
Aspergillus niger, mold-like fungi). Three sunscreens are
prepared without paraben preservatives and correspond to
the ET UV filter (used as a reference) R1/ET and B4/ET
composites. The experimental details of sunscreen preparation
are described in the Experimental Section and Table S2. To
that end, both composites R1/ET and B4/ET are added on the
aqueous phase under stirring and at 80−85 °C. Then, the fatty
phase is added to the aqueous phase with the composite to
form inorganic−organic sunscreen. The samples are evaluated
after suitable time intervals: just after product inoculation (T0),

7 days (T7), 14 days (T14), and 28 days (T28). Figure 4
displays the evaluation of global preservative efficacy in each
formulation sunscreen. The results against bacteria E. coli and S.
aureus (Figure 4a,b) show an effectiveness of the preservative
system satisfactory for all types of compositions. The
effectiveness of the ET UV filter is surprising because for
these bacteria the Challenge Test showed a good inhibition in
spite of the absence of paraben additions. The behavior against
the other bacterium, P. aeruginosa, varies for each product
(Figure 4c). Sunscreen with the ET UV filter does not inhibit
growth of it; thus, the bacterial population finally exceeded the
control. The product with the R1/ET composite undergoes
regrowth at 28 days, so that preservative is not effective enough.
However, the B4/ET composition decreases bacterial growth
even below the detection limit after 7 days and maintains it
over time. Concerning C. albicans (Figure 4d), an increase in
population with respect to the control is observed for ET- and
R1/ET-based sunscreens. Conversely, the B4/ET formulation
reduces the fungus growth, so it is effective over the time

Figure 4. Evolution of antibacterial and antifungal activity over 28 days in sunscreen prepared (Challenge Test). Bacterial growth of Escherichia coli
(a), Staphylococcus aureus (b), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (c) and fungal growth of Candida albicans (d) and Aspergillus brasiliensis (e) in the
presence of ET (red), R1/ET (gray), and B4/ET (blue) sunscreens. Panels f−j represent logarithmic reduction of antimicrobial growth at 28 days.
First bar (control) represents initial logarithmic concentration of microorganism. Red dashed line corresponds to criteria described in NF EN ISO
11930 (Table S3). Data above the red dashed line meet the criteria of the standard, and data below does not meet the criteria. The mean and
standard deviation (s.d.) from the three experiments is shown. The s.d. maximum value is 7.4 × 106 CFU mL−1.

Figure 5. Chemical analysis of active ingredients released in distilled water over time. Panel a shows the concentration of Ag+ released corresponding
to the R1 preservative (empty gray triangle). Panel b displays the leaching behavior of Ag+ and Zn2+ concentrations found in the B4 preservative
(empty blue square) and the mixture with the ET UV filter (filled blue square). Data are extrapolated from raw materials to sunscreen concentration.
Detection limit: 0.005 ppm.
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studied. For A. brasiliensis (Figure 4e), the ET UV filter and
R1/ET compositions present similar behavior. In the ET UV
filter sunscreen (without preservative additive), the A.
brasiliensis population increases during the initial 7 days and
then decreases slightly as the incubation period increases.
Regarding the R1/ET sunscreen, the composite reduces the
fungus growth until 14 days to regrow after. The fungus growth
variation suggests that two products are unstable preserva-
tives.The B4/ET-based sunscreen reduces gradually the
population and remains active over time. This excellent
antimicrobial behavior of the B4/ET-based sunscreen can be
seen in a visual comparison of the Petri dishes of micro-
organism populations at T0 and T28 (Figure S2). The products
evaluation, according to the A and B criteria of the NF EN ISO
11930 standard (Table S3), is shown in Figure 4f−j. These
criteria require a minimum logarithmic reduction of micro-
organism population over time. With respect to the ET and
R1/ET compositions, they only meet criteria for E. coli and S.
aureus at 28 days (Figure 4f,g). On the contrary, the B4/ET-
based sunscreen meets the requirement of criteria after 28 days,
allowing it to be a promising preservative candidate.
In order to understand the influence of active ingredients in

antimicrobial activity, an assay of release in water is studied by
ICP-AES (Figure 5). The R1 preservative contains only the
Ag+-like principal antimicrobial agent. Figure 5a shows that this
element has a tendency to release completely in the short
duration of 7 days. However, the behavior of B4 preservative
leaching is completely different, as shown in Figure 5b. The
principal antimicrobial agents of the B4 preservative are Ag+

and Zn2+, where concentrations available are higher than in the
R1 preservative. The Ag+ releases more slowly from B4 than the
Ag cation of the R1 preservative, reaching up to 14 days,
possibly due to the ET UV filter coating over the B4
preservative. In addition, the presence of Zn2+ in water starts
to increase after 14 days and continues over time.
To check if the R1/ET and B4/ET composites maintain the

the UV filter behavior of the ET filter raw material, the SPF
(sun protection factor) study of both products was performed
and detailed in Figure S3. The results of the study reveal that in
both products the UV filter behavior is retained without
interfering in the preservative functionality.
To propose an exceptional candidate as a paraben substitute,

strong and long-lasting preservative properties are necessary.
Mainly, the occurrence of antimicrobial activity is associated
with cation release effects for inorganic compounds. In the R1/
ET composite case, Figure 5a shows a quick release of Ag+.
This short Ag+ leaching affects common bacteria such as E. coli
and S. aureus (gray line of Figure 4a,b). However, a very
resistant bacterium like P. aeruginosa increases the colony after
14 days (gray line of Figure 4c). With respect to the antifungal
activity of Ag+ shown in Figure 4d and e (gray line), no growth
inhibition is observed for the R1/ET composite. Thus, the Ag
cation is effective in short durations against common bacteria,
but it does not present activity against resistant bacteria and
fungi. Conversely, besides adding Ag+, the B4/ET composite
adds Zn cations in its composition. As already mentioned, both
Ag and Zn cations are incorporated in the glass network
forming new glass phases. Because of Ag+ and Zn2+ leaching
(Figure 5b), it is possible to create an antimicrobial synergy
between both cations. The Ag+ is especially active against
bacteria, and Zn2+ fills the lack of antifungal activity of the Ag
cations. So, the antimicrobial activity of the Zn cations is added
to the antibacterial activity of Ag+. This result is observed in

Figure 4a−e (blue line), where the B4/ET-based sunscreen
inhibits the growth of microorganisms, both bacteria and fungi.
Therefore, B4/ET complies with the strong preservative
property against common types of microorganisms. Addition-
ally, the new interaction with the glass network allows for a
controlled release of Ag+ and Zn2+ (Figure 5b). This
progressive leaching gives the B4/ET composite an extending
activity in time, meaning that it has a long-lasting antimicrobial
property, as shown in Figure 4.

■ CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have investigated a new inorganic UV filter
and preservative composite based on TiO2, Ag, and ZnO. We
propose that a B4 inorganic preservative could replace cosmetic
organic preservatives, such as parabens, due to its lower
potential toxicity than organic ones. Besides, the ET filter
composed by TiO2 is well known through its excellent sunlight
UV radiation-absorbing properties. Herein, we have developed
an inorganic UV filter aggregate on a new preservative surface
called B4/ET composite, which yields an impressive anti-
microbial activity. To evaluate the effectiveness of the UV filter
and preservative, sunscreen assays are made. The Challenge
Test, used to know the antimicrobial capacity of the new
product obtained, indicates excellent results according to
criteria of the NF EN ISO 11930 standard. Moreover, the
release of Ag+ and Zn2+ is controlled by leaching experiments,
which indicate a slow release of these cations over time, thanks
to the incorporation of Zn and Ag in a phosphate network. For
these two facts, we propose that a combined action between
Ag−Zn cations is the key element for the long-lasting
preservative properties of the B4/ET composite. Furthermore,
the new addition of the B4 preservative on the ET filter
maintains the UV filter behavior. Finally, it is worth noting that
the combination of the ET filter and B4 preservative in one
product allows for cost reduction and a lower amount of
material required, improves the incorporation in different
matrixes, and facilitates manufacturing. This enables a huge
range of applications for this composite such as personal care
products and integratation into polymers, UV screen textiles, or
coatings in outdoor environments among others.
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heating microscope; FE-SEM, field emission scanning electron
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